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How did you know you were called to be a sister? Why do you stay in religious life?”
If I had a dollar for every time I’ve been asked these questions, I’d be a wealthy woman!
In my years as a vocation minister for my community and then on diocesan and national
levels, I have come to realize that there are many ways to interpret these questions. I’ve
discovered that the real question for many is, “Why would you do such a thing with your
life?”
No doubt about it, fewer Catholics are choosing to be priests, sisters or brothers.
Even to consider a celibate vocation in today’s climate raises questions. Those making
such a choice are likely to be considered very holy or very crazy--or more than a little
desperate for something to do!
“Why do this with your life?” There are many possible and plausible answers, but
let’s first focus on some factors behind such a question.
If there’s anything people can agree on these days about priesthood and
religious life, it’s that there are fewer priests, brothers and sisters and fewer people
coming to houses of formation and seminaries, at least in North America. It’s no secret
that we are facing a “vocation crisis”: There are fewer such vocations today. Yet we
tend to compare every period in history to the late 50's and early 60's, when great
numbers were entering priesthood and religious life. We need to keep in mind that the
vocation explosion of that era was an exceptional phenomenon, not at all the usual
state of affairs.
Yet it’s not only these vocations that face a crisis today. Married folks haven’t
found it easy sailing either, as the growing phenomenon of divorce indicates. For a
variety of reasons, the U.S. Catholic population is faced with serious questions about all
vocations and about commitments within those vocations.
The Vocation Climate Today
People still choose religious life and priesthood, but the number is declining.
Perhaps here in the United States, we need to question the prevailing attitude that
“more is better,” no matter what we are talking about. Without question, God’s people

deserve competent ministers. But just what course ministry in the Church will take could
hold some surprises for us.
That being said, we can pinpoint certain factors that are influencing the number
of those considering priesthood and religious life:
1.

The cultural trend is way from permanency. Lifetime commitments
are often seen today as undesirable and impossible. Given the life
expectancy in this country, committing oneself to anything for a lifetime
is, for many, unattractive and impossible. People not only make life -style
changes, they may have three or more careers in a lifetime.

2.

Ministry options are multiplying. Vatican II, in affirming the common
call shared in Baptism, deepened our awareness of the dignity of each
call--whether it be to the married or single life, priesthood or religious
life. The development of lay ministry, though a very positive factor in
today’s Church, has a significant impact on those who are considering
Church ministry options. Unlike the past, one doesn’t have to be a priest
or religious to be involved in Church ministry.

3.

Application processes are more extensive today. Religious
communities and dioceses take great effort in evaluating prospective
candidates. Each person is assessed carefully to see if he or she has
the skills and talents to serve as a brother, sister or priest. Desire is not
the only consideration, and discernment is a two-way street. Not
everyone who indicates an interest in priesthood or religious life may be
invited to move in those directions. The underlying question is what will
be best for the individual as well as for the people of God who are on
the receiving end of someone’s ministry efforts.

4.

Church issues add to the challenge. A number of highly sensitive
questions make it difficult for some people to consider being a minister
in the Church today. For some, the role of women raises questions and
concerns not only about the nature of ordained ministry but also about
the Church’s credibility as an agent of justice and compassion. For
some it is a matter of being unable to promote Church teachings they
find difficult to accept. Others name celibacy as a key reason for not
considering diocesan priesthood. While these persons might see
celibacy as a value, they do not recognize it as essential to diocesan
priesthood.

5.

The public image of priests and religious is under attack. Negative
media coverage, particularly due to sexual abuse lawsuits filed against
dioceses and communities, has left many people with a sense of
mistrust for Church ministers and the inability to see this life-style choice
as a credible, “respectable” option. Some of the public have the

impression that no priests or religious live what they claim. Stereotypical
images of priests and religious in TV and movie productions often fail to
show a realistic, contemporary and adult understanding of these lifestyles. They are ofte n presented as silly, childish and irrelevant. Priests
and religious doing admirable work often go unnoticed.
6.

Family structures are changing. At times this has a negative impact
on how one looks at options for his or her future. Just to name one
example, families are generally smaller these days, and parents want
grandchildren. As a result, some parents find it hard to encourage their
children to consider priesthood and religious life.

7.

The social climate is not always supportive. Though the United
States struggles to uphold positive values, it is increasingly marked by
violence, materialism and individualism. There are few supports for
positive values, and we are bombarded with the message that “you can
have it all.” Such an environment is not supportive for religious and
priestly vocations.

8.

The Church is becoming more and more multicultural. As a matter
of fact, however, many parish communities--as well as the diocesan
priests and religious congregations --remain predominantly Caucasian.
Women and men of other ethnic backgrounds often have trouble
“finding a home” in these situations. Even where there is goodwill, many
dioceses and communities are not sufficiently prepared, from a
multicultural standpoint, to invite and sustain candidates.
Why be a brother, sister or priest?

Given these hurdles and a modern climate sometimes hostile to cultivating
Church vocations, I can understand why people approach us with the question: “Why
would anyone want to be a religious or priest today?” Everyone, of course, has a
different vocation story to tell. In fact, I never tell mine the same way twice, as my own
sense of this choice continues to grow and deepen.
My own story is anything but a best-seller--there were no thunderbolts or
lightning strikes. It was the encouragement of family members, teachers, and friends
who saw talent and skills in me that could be used in this way. Finally it was the dare of
a friend that pushed me to enter a community--a dare which said, “I can’t imagine that
you’d do this--or stay.” Not a good reason to join, but it got me in the door. And only a
couple years later did it begin to dawn on me, “Hey, this might work!”
Unlike other religious who say that they have never doubted their decision, I have
had many questions and doubts along the way, but I have come to realize that perhaps
this kind of uncertainty has been a gift in disguise. The inner questioning is not so

strong as to throw me into constant turmoil. But it does prevent me from ever taking this
choice for granted, and it keeps me re-choosing to live this life as faithfully and as
enthusiastically as I can.
I could have made other choices, but this way of life calls forth my deepest sense
of passion and commitment to God and God’s people. It is an ongoing adventure
shared with members of my own community, other religious and priests and so many
others. My choice, I might add, is at the same time both personally costly and fulfilling.
Good men and women today are choosing religious life and the priesthood.
Unfortunately, these usually aren’t the ones who make the headlines. These people
represent a wide range of backgrounds, ages and experiences. Perfect people from
perfect homes--NOT! Yet they are wholesome and creative people who feel inspired to
serve the people of God in a unique way.
The Church needs to strengthen its priestly and religious ranks with happy,
healthy people who have a desire to make a difference in the Church and the world -even in the midst of struggle and confusion. We are looking for people for whom God is
significant and who have a burning desire to be of service to others. The Church needs
people who have leadership skills and can work well with a variety of people. No one is
born a sister, brother or priest. Vocations are God-inspired and home-made.
When we look at the life of Jesus, we quickly notice that he was not halfhearted
in calling forth principles. Compelled to bring God’s healing presence and reign into the
world, he looked potential followers right in the eye and invited them to join him in his
enterprise. He had a mission to fulfill and a message to share, and was not about to be
stopped by challenges.
Jesus’ call for disciples and co-workers must go out today as boldly as ever. His
message and mission are still eminently worth sharing. To be a brother, priest or sister
is a way of responding dramatically to that call, not the only way, but a highly significant
way. Those who open themselves to the power of the Spirit and pursue these options
today with faith are surely helping to bring about anew dawn in the Church.
The underlying goal is not to push more people into priesthood and religious life
as if we were simply playing a numbers game. The goal is rather to call forth those
among us who have what it takes to live and serve in this way. There is no denying that
there are unresolved issues in today’s Church and world. But as we continue to shape
the Church of the future, we need generous and creative ministers among us. Consider
it! This could be you, or someone you know.
How all of us can help encourage vocations
That we as a Church face difficulties in vocation work today is not excuse for
wringing our hands and doing nothing. The Spirit is present among us, urging us to

meet the challenge with new energy and creativity. Here are some ways that all
Catholics can help:
1.

Invite! Invite! Invite! The number one reason why people don’t
consider religious life and priesthood is that no one ever asked them to
do so. Therefore, it is critical that people raise the question, “Have you
ever considered being a brother, priest or sister?” Even if the person
responds with a sense of shock or laughter, the seed has been planted.
Time and again, I hear people say “I probably would have considered
priesthood or religious life if someone had asked me to think about it.”

2.

Reflect on your own life. As you read this, don’t assume it is intended
only for someone else. Ask yourself whether you< have the skills
needed to serve as an effective sister, priest or brother. Don’t be afraid
to think about this possibility and to open yourself to God’s deepest call
within you. It’s the call of God’s love! Search out an understanding
person with whom you can discuss vocational possibilities. It just might
be a good idea--for you and for the people of God.

3.

Get to know some good priests and religious. Because there are
fewer priests and religious, it becomes necessary at times to seek them
out. When people invite priests, brothers and sisters into their homes
and into their lives, they get to know them as real people. They discover
that such a life can be happy, committed and fulfilling.

4.

Be supportive. Those considering religious life and priesthood need a
word of encouragement. They also need the witness of adults who say
with their words and their lives that commitment is possible. At times,
candidates for the priesthood and religious life may even be in need of
financial assistance or need help because of previously accrued
education debts.

5.

Focus on the positive. There is much negative press and critical
publicity about religious life and priesthood today. These issues demand
sensitive and effective attention. Yet we also need--in the news as well
as day-to-day conversation--a focus on the positive aspects of
priesthood and religious life. Priests and religious, like everyone else,
appreciate a word of thanks and encouragement.

6.

Pray for vocations. Prayer is a vital element in parishes and families-not just prayer for more vocations, but prayer which honestly seeks the
response to which the Spirit is inviting us today.

7.

Be aware of programs that work. One current program growing in
popularity is Called by Name. This program has the strong support of
the U.S. bishops and other Church leaders. The process includes

education about ministry and praying for vocations as a parish
community. A key feature of Called by Name is that it encourages
parishioners to surface names of women and men who seem to have
the skills needed to be sisters, brothers, priests. Those who have been
named are invited to explore further possible Church.
For more information on this and other resources, you can contact the National
Religious Vocation Office (1603 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 400, Chicago, IL 60616),
your diocesan vocation office, as well as the vocation directors of religious communities
in your area. These offices can usually provide a variety of vocation resources including
printed and video materials, prayer cards and speakers at little or not cost.
What the Words Mean
Vocation. Through the sacrament of Baptism, each person receives “a call” or vocation.
All are called to holiness and to serve. This call can be lived out in a variety of ways--as
a married or single person, or priest, brother or sister.
Laity and clergy. Within the Church there are two groups of people: Those who have
received the sacrament of Holy Orders and are called clerics, and all others, who are
called lay people. Sisters and brothers are lay people.
Religious. Since all the baptized share a common relationship with God, all are called
to be “religious” or holy in the broad sense of the word. Some men and women,
however, choose to live a particular life-style called religious life. These people join a
community of people that follow a specific tradition of spirituality patterned after the life
and teaching of the founder of that community. Many religious profess vows of poverty,
celibacy and obedience.
Sister. A sister is a woman who is a member of a particular religious community, lives
the vows and is involved in serving others.
Brother. A brother is a male member of a religious community. He, too, professes vows
and is involved in a variety of ministries, though he does not administer sacraments as
an ordained minister.
Priest. A diocesan priest lives and ministers in a particular geographic area called a
diocese, which is governed by a bishop. He does not belong to a religious community or
order. He lives celibately and promises obedience to the bishop. Through ordained
ministry, a priest claims God’s word and celebrates the sacraments.
A religious priest (such as a Dominican, Franciscan or Jesuit) is one who is a member
of a religious community in the same way that brothers and sisters belong to a particular
religious community. Unlike the brother and sister, he can administer sacraments as an

ordained minister. He is not, as such, a minister of a particular diocese but can be
involved in a variety of ministries in many different places.
Novice. The word novice means “new.” This is the first stage for someone who is
joining a religious community. Novitiate is the name given to the process as well as the
place where novices live.
Seminarian. A seminarian is someone who is training to be a priest. The seminary is a
place where seminarians live and study.

